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Abstract: Using cold working fastener holes is a simple life enhancement procedure that strengthens metallic components by retarding crack growth around a hole. In the present paper, the residual stress field that is induced by the hole expansion process is obtained based on different material models, namely elastic perfect plastic, isotropic hardening and kinematic hardening using the three-dimensional finite element method. Moreover, crack closure analysis was performed following introduction of residual stress. The effect of modeling parameters such as the percent of cold work, remote tensile stress and crack lengt th was also considered. Crack closure analysis indicates that the material model would affects normalized crack opening loads, especially at low level of remote tensile stress where small scale yielding is dominant. Cold work simulation results indicate that the residual stress variation through the thickness is considerable. At low stress level, the effect of material behavior model is considerable and at high stress levels the crack opening load is dropped. Moreover, increasing the cold work interference percent results in a higher and deeper compressive residual stress.
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1. Introduction

One example of the need for accurate fatigue crack growth predictions through residual stress fields comes from aircraft structures. In aircraft structures, the ability to predict crack growth rates from fastener holes is critical to the damage tolerant design and to the maintenance philosophy that is currently used in commercial transport and military aircrafts [1]. In the late 1960s, the Boeing Company developed a split sleeve cold expansion process that retarded the growth of cracks at fatigue critical holes [2]. The introduction of compressive residual stresses by radial expansion (cold working) of fastener holes is now used on every aircraft in the world. This is due to the fact that it increases the fatigue life of a structure and results in operational and maintenance cost savings [3]. The most common method of cold working involves pulling an oversized, tapered mandrel through a hole (Fig. 1). This force plastically expands the hole, producing a residual compressive stress zone around the hole. The stress zone, depending upon variables such as material used, the hole’s diameter, and applied expansion levels, extends approximately one radius from the edge of the hole. The zone acts as a barrier to crack growth by reducing both the stress intensity factor acting on cracks originating from the fastener hole and the local stress ratio [4]. These actions, in turn, reduce the crack growth rate thereby increasing the overall life of the component. Fatigue life enhancement is generally increased by a factor of two to seven. Two-dimensional simulations of cold working are not adequate to estimate the induced residual stress field due to the asymmetry of the residual stress field through the thickness of the plate [5].

The plasticity induced crack closure (PICC) concept suggested by Elber [6] has been supported by many investigations. It can be used to incorporate crack shielding mechanisms into fatigue crack growth rate models. During fatigue process, PICC occurs due to the fact that the yielded material left in the wake...
of a crack tips as it propagates through plastic zones. The plastic wake enables the crack to close before the minimum load is reached. Elber [6] showed that the stress intensity factor at the crack tip does not change while the crack is closed.

The crack opening load is the main factor for measuring the crack closure in a part. Cold expansion process would affect the crack opening load whenever a crack or groups of cracks initiate in the part. Thus, crack closure analysis would highlight the ability of cold working for crack growth retardation.

The present paper investigates 3D modeling of split sleeve cold work process. The residual stress distribution that is due to cold work process is modeled based on different material models. In regards to the crack closure method, normalized crack opening loads are determined. This analysis clarifies the sensitivity of fatigue life predictions to cold work specifications and modeling parameters.

Fig. 1. FTI's split sleeve expansion process [2].

2. Material behavior

In this study, the finite element model is the same as Carlson tests [7] on Al2024-T351. The first model consists of a rectangular plate with a central hole (Fig. 2) with plate dimensions of 406.4mm × 101.6mm and a hole diameter of 12.04mm. The plate thickness is 6.35mm. The alloy's nominal chemical composition is 0.5% Si, 0.5% Fe, 3.8-4.9% Cu, 0.3-0.9% Mn, 1.2-1.8% Mg, 0.1% Cr, 0.25% Zn, 0.15% Ti with 0.15% total of other constituents and the balance being aluminum. The yield and tensile strengths are 324 and 469MPa, respectively. The Young’s modulus and the Poisson’s ratio are 73.1GPa and 0.33, respectively.

Fig. 3 represents two material models used in the 3D finite element analysis that are elastic perfectly plastic (EPP) and isotropic hardening (IH) behaviors. The isotropic hardening behavior was modeled using experimental data points from a tensile test of the material, shown in Fig. 3.
The Bauschinger effect (kinematic hardening) was considered using Clausen et al [8] data. Clausen used a hardening model based on the work of Lemaitre and Chaboche [9] which is included in the ABAQUS program. The pressure independent yield surface, \( F \), is defined by:

\[
F = f(\sigma - \alpha) - \sigma^0 = 0
\]

where \( \sigma^0 \) is the size of the yield surface and \( f(\sigma - \alpha) \) is the equivalent von-Mises stress with respect to the back stress tensor \( \alpha \), that is defined by:

\[
f(\sigma - \alpha) = \sqrt{\frac{3}{2}} (S - \alpha') : (S - \alpha')
\]

where \( S \) is the deviatoric stress tensor, \( \alpha' \) is the deviatoric part of the back-stress tensor and the symbol \( : \) denotes the double contracted product. The isotropic hardening behavior of the model defines the evolution of the yield surface size, \( \sigma^0 \), as a function of the equivalent plastic strain, \( \varepsilon_{pl} \), as:

\[
\sigma^0 = \sigma^0_0 + Q(1 - e^{-h\varepsilon_{pl}})
\]
where $\sigma_0$ is the yield stress at zero plastic strain and $Q$ and $b$ are material parameters. The non-linear kinematic hardening component is defined by an additive combination of a linear term and a relaxation term:

$$\dot{\varepsilon} = \frac{C}{\sigma_0} (\sigma - \alpha) \dot{\varepsilon}^{pl} - \gamma \alpha \dot{\varepsilon}^{pl}$$

(4)

where $C$ and $\gamma$ are material parameters. The required parameters for AL2024-T351 combined hardening model were calibrated by Clausen et al. [8] from the cyclic tests. These values are: $\sigma_0 = 219.9\, \text{MPa}$, $C = 67145\, \text{MPa}$, $\gamma = 412$, $Q = 200\, \text{MPa}$ and $b = 7$.

This is worth noting that three different material models were considered in the present paper which are: the EPP model, the isotropic hardening model based on Fig. 3 and the kinematic hardening (KH) model based on parameters that were discovered above.

3. Hole expansion process of finite element modeling

3D models were used for simulating the cold working process. The finite element code ABAQUS 6.10 was used to carry out the analyses. It is well known that the non-linear characteristics considered in the structural analysis can be a result of the individual or combined action of different types of non-linearities. In the present research, geometric, material and changing boundary conditions (contact) non-linearities were considered. The non-linear geometric effects occur when the deformations and/or rotations suffered by the structure are considerable. The inclusion of non-linear material effects is required to represent the plastic behavior of the material as is shown in Fig. 3. Contact conditions are required to simulate the interaction between the mandrel and the sleeve, and between the sleeve and the plate.

The residual stress field was introduced using cold working process. The cold working process was applied according to the Fatigue Technology Inc. (FTI) split sleeve cold working method [2]. The process consisted of using a hardened stainless-steel and an internally lubricated split sleeve which was pulled over a tapered mandrel through a hole causing very high radial pressures that expanded the hole beyond the yield strength, resulting in a residual compressive stress after the mandrel removal.

When the actual method of cold work is used, where a tapered mandrel is drawn through the hole, a variation of the residual stress through the thickness is obtained [10-13]. The applied interference is given by:

$$i = \frac{(D + 2t - \text{SHD})}{\text{SHD}} \times 100\%$$

(5)

where $D$ is the major mandrel diameter, $t$ is the sleeve thickness and SHD is the starting hole diameter. Mandrel and sleeve dimensions are shown in Fig. 4. The actual cold working process was modeled based on Carlson’s experiments [7] that consisted of 3.68% of interference. Carlson [7] employed 3.68% cold work interference based on FTI standard [2]. Considering effects of cold work on the distribution and amount of residual stress in the part, 2% and 5% interferences models are also simulated in the present study.
Fig. 4. Mandrel and sleeve dimensions; (a) mandrel, (b) sleeve.

Fig. 5 shows a quarter of the 3D finite element model and some details of the assembly components. A linear elastic model was used for the sleeve with a young’s modulus of 210GPa and Poisson’s ratio of 0.3. The mandrel was modeled as a rigid surface, using the revolution feature of ABAQUS. Frictionless conditions were assumed between the mandrel and sleeve and between the sleeve and the aluminum alloy plate. The assumption of frictionless contact is justified because the sleeve is lubricated. The plate shown in Fig. 5a has 22130 3D hexahedral linear elements for the aluminum plate. The sleeve shown in Fig. 5b has 600 elements. Ten elements along the plate thickness were used. Previous works [10, 11] have shown that considerable mesh refinement on the surface of the plate and in the vicinity of the edge of the hole (Fig. 5c) is required. The hole expansion sequence takes place in two phases: in phase one a dynamic step is employed to ensure that mandrel is completely pulled out. Following the dynamic step, a static step without any external load is employed to ensure that the part is in equilibrium state. Finally, residual stresses are calculated using the ABAQUS software.

Fig. 5 3D finite element model of a) cold work system assembly, b) split sleeve contact with part and c) part mesh generation around hole.
4. Crack closure analysis

Crack closure analysis was performed using the Gozin and Aghaie-Khafri [14] method. This method consisted of monitoring the displacement of a node during a loading cycle. The opening load is found when the displacement of the monitored node became positive during the loading stage of a load cycle. The closing stresses are found when the displacement of this node falls to zero during the unloading stage. Usually two load cycles are employed before crack opening measurement. The schematic of this procedure is indicated in Fig.6.

![Fig.6 Loading cycle and crack opening measurement.](image)

The first node behind the crack tip was used for the analysis. It is worth mentioning that a rigid plate (with size of 50mm × 6.35 mm) in the plane of the crack face is placed to prevent crack faces penetration (Fig. 7).

![Fig.7 Crack closure model.](image)

Crack closure mesh generation is the same as the cold work model. Thus, the residual stress distribution results from cold work analysis are directly transmitted to the crack closure analysis. In order to define crack tip in the crack closure model, symmetry boundary condition on crack face nodes is removed. Moreover, cyclic tensile stresses of 90, 120 and 150MPa with stress ratio of 0.1 on the top face of the part were applied resembling the fatigue loading. Considering the effect of crack length on crack opening loads, part through cracks with lengths of 1.6, 2 and 2.5mm were simulated.
5. Results and Discussion

5.1. Distribution of the residual stress: Effect of material behavior

3D modeling is capable of the prediction of the residual stress field through the plate thickness. The actual cold working process was modeled based on Carlson’s experiments [7] that consisted of 3.68% of interference. The calculated residual stress contours are shown in Fig. 8.

![Fig. 8 Residual stress contour plots extracted from ABAQUS; (a) EPP model, (b) IH model, (c) KH model and (d) three paths that are used for the residual stress calculation.](image)

The residual stress distributions for the entrance, mid-thickness and exit faces are shown in Fig. 9. Stress variations through the part thickness highlight the importance of using 3D FEM for residual stress analysis. Concerning the entrance face, the distribution of radial and circumferential residual stress is highly dependent on the applied material model. The EPP model results in higher radial residual stresses and isotropic hardening behavior has second priority. The maximum tensile residual stress of 105MPa in the EPP model occurs from the 1.5mm to the hole edge (entrance face). While, for IH and KH models the maximum tensile residual stresses are 25% and 55% lower than the EPP model, respectively. At the mid-thickness the radial residual stresses are relatively lower than other sections (-50MPa to +20 MPa). Finally, at the exit surface for all three models the initial residual stress is zero and then changes to -240MPa at about 6mm distance to the hole edge.

Comparing circumferential residual stresses in Fig. 9b, EPP and isotropic hardening models show same trends. The kinematic hardening model indicates lower residual stress levels. The mid-thickness result indicates that the EPP model shows lower stress level than the kinematic hardening or the isotropic hardening model. Radial residual stresses at the exit surface are almost the same for three models. The kinematic hardening model calculates higher circumferential residual stress. Considering the above results, it can be expected that material behavior models affect crack opening loads and the predicted fatigue life of a specimen. At the entrance surface the maximum tensile stress (+37MPa) is observed for the EPP model while the maximum compressive residual stress (-163MPa) is observed for the IH model. On the other hand, at the mid-thickness the maximum compressive residual stress (-390MPa) occurs for the EPP model. The KH model and the IH model indicate 15% and 20% lower values, respectively. The
EPP model and the IH model indicate the maximum compressive residual stress of -230MPa at the exit surface. Considering the KH model this value is -170MPa at the 2.5mm distance to the hole edge.

Considering close results that are shown in Fig. 9, the following conclusions can be made. Residual stress formation depends on the elastic modulus and the yield stress. For three material behaviors mentioned in section 2, the elastic modulus is identical.

![Fig. 9 Results for the residual stress field obtained with different material models. (a) Radial (a1) entrance face; (a2) mid-thickness; (a3) exit face; and (b) circumferential (b1) entrance face; (b2) mid-thickness; (b3) exit face residual stresses fields.](image)

The yield stress at the first cycle for the isotropic hardening and elastic perfectly plastic models is identical. Besides, at the first loading sequence the kinematic hardening model also indicates the same yield stress. The difference between these models occurs following the yield stress where the EPP model indicates no change in stress, the IH model indicates work hardening and in the KH model a yield stress shift is expected. It is worth noting that in the cold expansion process just one loading-unloading cycle is applied. Thus, these models show no significant differences. In fatigue life simulation, considerable loading-unloading cycles employed and the material model behavior is more effective. Moreover, near the hole area the radial residual stress tends to be zero as a result of traction free surface at the bore. Thus, the magnitudes of the radial residual stress at this region are close to each other.

### 5.2. Distribution of the residual stress; effect of cold work percent
Considering the effect of cold work percent on the residual stress distribution, three models with interferences of 2%, 3.68% and 5% were simulated using different mandrel sizes. In these simulations only the kinematic hardening behavior was considered. The results are indicated in Fig. 10.

Fig.10. The influence of the cold work interference on the residual stress field based on the kinematic hardening model. (a) Radial (a1) entrance face; (a2) mid-thickness; (a3) exit face; and (b) circumferential (b1) entrance face; (b2) mid-thickness; (b3) exit face residual stresses fields.

Qualitative analysis of the results indicates that increasing interference from 2% to 3.68% yields an increase in the absolute value of the compressive residual stress especially at entrance and exit surfaces. On the other hand, increasing of interference to 5% does not highly affect the distribution of the residual stress at different sections of the part. It is worth noting that employing 5% interference leads to higher tensile residual stress at near the hole edge region. Quantitative analysis at the entrance face (Figs. 10(a1) and 10(b1)) indicates that the maximum radial compressive residual stress at 3.68% and 5% interference occurs at 5mm from the hole edge with amounts of -189MPa and -193MPa, respectively. However, it equals to -110MPa for 2% interference at 2.6 mm distance from the hole edge. Comparing the circumferential results indicates that 2% interference curve highly deviates from 3.68% and 5% interferences results. At the mid-thickness, models results are close to each other (Figs. 10(a2) and 10(b2)) with a maximum 20% difference between 2% and 3.68% interferences at the maximum
compressive residual stress point. At the exit surface, radial stress calculation indicates that 2% interference maximum compressive residual stress is one time lower than 3.68% and 5% interferences. At this region some oscillations observed in the circumferential residual stress for 3.68% and 5% interferences. These oscillations are caused as a result of high plastic deformation at this region. In practice, following the hole expansion process, a reaming step is applied to eliminate these imperfections.

The radial residual stress distribution at the exit face is the same as the entrance face where 3.68% and 5% interference results in higher amount of compressive residual stress. Circumferential residual stress distribution for 2% and 3.68% interferences are approximately the same. However, for 5% interference some variations in results are observed.

It can be concluded that increasing the amount of cold work from 2% to 3.68% would result in higher amount of compressive residual stress. But, more increase in cold work doesn't does not result in significantly higher residual stress.

5.3. Crack opening loads: effect of material behavior and tensile load

The crack opening load results are plotted against the crack tip node location which is defined at Fig. 11.

Fig. 11 Crack tip node location definition.

The calculated normalized crack opening load results for through crack length are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. Fig. 12 is incorporated for the effects of material behavior and tensile load and Fig.13 contributes to the effects of the cold work interference and crack length.

Considering Fig. 12a, at low level of tensile stress (90MPa), all the three models namely elastic-perfectly plastic, isotropic hardening and kinematic hardening predicts high normalized opening loads. Higher normalized opening load leads to the lower effective stress intensity factor and thus lower crack growth rates. The opening load at some crack tip nodes is equal to 1 which indicates that crack would not grow at the node (crack arrests). Comparing crack opening loads with different material models indicates that maximum opening loads occur for the KH model and the minimum opening load occurs for the EPP model.
Fig. 12. Crack opening values with different material modeling behavior and tensile loads.

Fig. 13. Crack opening values with different cold work interference and crack length.

At the entrance of the crack tip nodes, normalized opening values are sensitive to the material behavior model. But, at the middle of the thickness crack tip nodes the sensitivity decreases. This issue can be related to the residual stress distribution depicted in Fig. 9. At the entrance surface, residual stress
distribution depends on the material model behavior while at the exit surface obtained results are close to each other.

Increasing tensile stress to 120MPa results in normalized opening loads lower than 1.0 at all crack portions. This issue leads to higher crack growth rates and lower fatigue life. The effect of material model behavior at 120MPa is lower than 90MPa tensile stress. EPP and IH results are almost the same with 5% difference and KH results are 5% higher than IH at the first 5 nodes. The difference decreases at node numbers of 6-11. At 150MPa tensile load sequence, much lower crack opening values are observed. The maximum normalized crack opening is observed at the mid-thickness of the part using the isotropic hardening material model.

Fig. 13 shows the normalized opening loads for different cold work interferences and crack lengths. Three interferences of 2%, 3.68% and 5% were simulated at crack lengths of 1.6mm, 2.0mm and 2.5mm. The results obtained indicate that both parameters would affect the normalized opening load. At 1.6mm and 2.0mm crack length, 2% cold work interference indicates the highest averaged normalized opening load values through the part thickness and 3.68% and 5% interferences show close results. At 2.5mm crack length, 2% and 3.68% interference models illustrate same results while 3.68% model is higher. At this crack length, 5% interference model results in the lowest normalized opening values with an average of 0.59. Total average of normalized crack opening loads at crack lengths of 1.6, 2.0 and 2.5mm are 0.712, 0.714 and 0.7, respectively. Variation of normalized crack opening loads for interference of 2% at this crack length range is small with a range of 0.78-0.84. This variation is 0.68-0.76 and 0.54-0.60 for 3.68% and 5% interferences, respectively. It is worth noting that minimum opening values are observed for 5% cold work which is in contrast to the initial expectation. This issue can be contributed to crack lengths at which the crack closure analysis was performed. Considering the residual stresses distribution at crack lengths of 1.6-2.5mm (Fig. 10), it can be understood concluded that the highest absolute compressive residual stress at this region occurs for cold work interference of 2%. This issue leads us to conclude that the cold work interference and the crack lengths interact with each other and the fatigue life is a function of both parameters. None of them can independently indicate the fatigue behavior of a specimen.

6. Conclusion

Split sleeve hole expansion process was simulated using 3D finite element method. Residual stress distributions with different material behavior model and cold work interference were determined. Furthermore, parts with different cracks were considered. Then, various tensile loads were applied and normalized crack opening load was analyzed based on the crack closure method. The following conclusions can be drawn from the analysis.

1. 3D finite element modeling of the hole expansion process (Mandrel, sleeve and part) results in a better understanding of the residual stress distribution.
2. The nature of the material behavior model affects the residual stress distribution specifically at the entrance surface of the mandrel during the cold work process.
3. Considering entrance surface, the kinematic hardening model calculates superior radial and circumferential residual stress than the isotropic hardening model.
4. Increasing the cold work interference from 2% to 3.68% percent highly affects the distribution of the residual stress. However, the increasing to 5% slightly changes the amount of residual stress.
5. Crack closure analysis indicates that the material model would affects normalized crack opening loads especially at low level of remote tensile stress where small scale yielding is dominant.
The kinematic hardening model predicts the highest values of opening load at low remote tensile stress levels.

6. Normalized opening loads are sensitive to the tensile remote stress and decrease with increasing of the applied load.

7. Despite the amount of cold work, 2% interference model illustrates the highest opening values especially at crack lengths of 1.6mm and 2.0mm.

8. Opening load analysis illustrates that crack closure depends on both cold work percentages and crack lengths and these two factors interact with each other.
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